☑☑☑East Wing Virtual Tour Quiz ☑☑☑
Welcome to your 2nd quiz Year 6 👋
Did you manage to spot all of the answers in the West Wing virtual tour? Here at Malton our school
sits on two main sites linked by a path (we call it the Wing Path). Just as you may see West Wing
written as WW, EW stands for our East Wing building.
Now you have watched the virtual tour of East Wing (EW) have a go at answering the quiz questions
below. In the same way as the WW quiz, you will find all of the answers by watching the virtual tour
carefully so eyes open and listen out; you may want to pause the recording as you work through the
questions. Challenge yourself to see how many correct answers you can spot! Once you have
finished, you can check for the correct answers on the second page. Good luck! 😊

Start: East Wing beside the library doors
Question 1. Looking through the library windows- what colour are the chairs?
Question 2. Along with drama lessons, what else takes place in the drama studio?
Question 3. Walking away from the drama studio and library, what colour are the hand rails on the
wall?
Question 4. Above the Science department doors, is the sign in capital letters or lower case?
Question 5. What is hanging on the walls on either side of the corridor?
Question 6. Turning back down the main corridor- why do we call this the ‘forties’ corridor?
Question 7. Which classrooms are on the right-hand side?
Question 8. How many computer screens can you see on the EW reception desk?
Question 9. What colour are the set of double doors between EW reception and the next set of
classrooms?
Question 10. On the right-hand side of the corridor are classrooms used for what subject?
Question 11. What colour are the lockers situated closest to you?
Question 12. If you have any issues with technology in school, which office may you need to visit on
this corridor?
Question 13. What is the space outside the grey doors called?
Question 14. Which classrooms can be accessed via the quad?
Question 15. How many arches can you spot in the quad?

☑☑☑East Wing Virtual Tour Quiz- ANSWERS ☑☑☑

Answer 1. Red
Answer 2: Assemblies
Answer 3. Red
Answer 4. Capitals
Answer 5. Art work (these paintings were created by Malton School students!)
Answer 6. All the classrooms are numbered in the forties- “41, 42, 43 etc”
Answer 7. English classrooms
Answer 8. Two
Answer 9. Blue
Answer 10. Languages
Answer 11. Yellow
Answer 12. The IT office
Answer 13. The Quad
Answer 14. History and Art
Answer 15. Four

💭Remember…
•
•

Don’t be afraid to ask for help if you are lost or unsure of where to go- everyone had a first day
once!
Don’t expect to remember it all at once, or to know everything on the first day- everything will
soon become familiar!

